Thorner Beer Festival 2018 – The Beers
Amber 4.2% - Stod Fold, Halifax
This ‘Best’ bitter is amber brown in colour, packed full of flavour
and offers the perfect balance between bitter and sweet. Practically
ale perfection!

Ann’s Ale 3.8% - Yorkshire Dales Brewing Co., Askrigg
The beer is a straw coloured blonde, brewed with Pilsner malt from
Bamberg, it is bittered with Sorachi hops and also has vanilla and
fruit notes from late hopping with Chinook & Sorachi.

Black Dog 3.6% - Elgoods, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire
An award-winning cask conditioned traditional dark mild. Well
balanced malt and hops gives a pleasant aroma and taste, with
splendid roasted bitter flavours. Black Dog is a traditional dark mild
at 3.6%ABV. The beer is well balanced with a full roast flavour. The
use of crystal malt and roast barley give a deep underlying
characteristic flavour, which is balanced with Fuggles hops as the
sole variety.
Blue Top 4.8% - Old Dairy, Tenterden, Kent
Inspired by the famous India Pale Ales brewed in the 18th century,
Blue Top delivers a satisfying bitterness smoothly balanced with
caramel flavours from the Crystal and Maris Otter malts, finished
with a refreshing hint of citrus from East Kent Golding, Challenger
and Fuggle hops.
Comet 4% - York
Originally Released in 1974 as a high alpha bittering hop,
production of Comet had all but ceased by the early 80’s. However,
it has made a recent comeback for use as a late addition aroma
hop imparting a subtle and unique "wild American" grassy aroma,
alongside a sizeable hit of citrus and grapefruit rind.
Counter Culture 5.5% - Roosters, Knaresborough
An American-style wheat beer brewed in collaboration with
Thornbridge and fermented with Rooster’s house yeast. Light
tropical and citrus fruit hop aromas are balanced against a delicate
backbone of 60% barley and 40% wheat that leads to a smooth
mouthfeel and a crisp and refreshing finish. (May contain a haze
due to the high wheat content).
Elderflower Blond 4.0% - Saltaire
A refreshing blonde ale infused with the delicate flavour of
elderflower.
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Gold 3.8% - Stod Fold, Halifax
Golden in colour with a light bitter finish. Stod Fold use traditional
ale hops to produce this timeless, smooth pale. Beware, you will
want another!

Guardian of the Forest –3.8% Totally Brewed, Nottingham
Their session IPA with Citra, Mosaic and Vic Secret hops

Honey Fayre 4.5% - Conwy, Llysfaen
“Cwrw Mel”. A golden beer with initial honey aromas rounded off by
a dry finish.

Hopton 4.3% – Thornbridge, Bakewell
An English Pale Ale. A burnt gold Pale Ale brewed with Pioneer
and Bramling Cross hops. Slight malt aromas with a hint of lime
and lemon peel. Medium bodied with biscuit character and citrus in
the taste.
Imperium 4.0% - Wantsum, St Nicholas at Wade, Kent
The name used to describe King Ethelbert's true rule over the other
sub kingdoms of Kent. A deep amber Best Bitter with smooth
biscuit malts and a hoppy nose. Brewed exclusively with locally
grown Kent Bullion hops.
Island Hopping 3.9% - Swannay, Orkney
Orkney comprises of 70 islands, 17 or 18 of which are inhabited.
Definitely a place where you have to Island hop. They use all pale
malt and lots of New Zealand hops to create this hoppy but still
sessionable low strength beer.
Jasmine 4.7% – Thornbridge, Bakewell
Jasmine & orange peel pale ale
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Liquorice Lads Stout 4.3% - Great Newsome, South Frodingham
Deep dark stout rich with the flavour of real liquorice.

Otherside IPA 4.5% - York
Winner of a category Silver at the International Brewing Awards
2017, Otherside IPA is a Maris Otter pacific pale ale packed full of
antipodean promise. They have selected four of the best New
Zealand grown hops to provide a feast for the taste buds. Expect a
host of tropical fruit notes against a background of citrus and pine
from dry hopping with Motueka.
Parklife 3.2% – Windsor and Eton, Winsor
This is a refreshing light ale with a great taste. They use a selection
of fine New World hops including Ella (using whole leaves) to give
Parklife a full, clean flavour, beautiful colour and a wonderful
aroma. All this and it’s only 3.2% ABV – amazing!

Quartz Crystal 4.2% - Quartz, Kings Bromley, Staffs
An amber coloured ale brewed with Perle and Hersbrucker hops.

Red Macgregor 4.0% - Orkney
A brilliant ruby red colour, deliciously perfumed with hints of
spicyness. Rich hop fruits giving way to a clean dry refreshing floral
hop bitterness. Red Macgregor is a unique beer; delicate and
sophisticated yet the robust cask conditioned version of this beer
was the first Scottish beer to win the BIIA World Cask Beer Gold
Medal.
Seraphim Blonde 4.1% – Sonnet 43, Coxhoe, County Durham
As well as a celestial being denoted by light, Seraphim and Other
Poems was Barrett Browning’s first collection, published in 1838.
Beautiful in its simplicity, this light beer is true to a traditional
Blonde style – a light malt base delightfully balanced with delicate
hops. Generous amounts of wheat malt provide Seraphim with its
velvet smoothness. The finish is crisp and dry with a slight
sweetness. An easy-drinking, light ale.
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Silver King 4.3% - Ossett
Consistently popular for fifteen years, Silver King is perhaps
Ossett’s best known beer and the winner of many prestigious
awards. A simple combination of pale malt and American Cascade
hops result in a crisp, dry, refreshing bitter in which the aromas of
citrus fruit are pleasingly well balanced.

Union Gap 4.3% - Roosters, Knaresborough
Showcasing a blend of three hops from the Pacific Northwest of
America (Simcoe, Amarillo and Sterling), Union Gap takes its name
from the city of the same area and displays flavours and aromas of
lemon peel and tangerine orange.
Weizen 5.2% - Windswept, Lossiemouth
Contrary to popular belief no bananas are harmed in the making of
Weizen! Banana flavours in beer are caused by a class of
chemical compounds called esters, in this case, isoamyl acetate
which is produced by the yeast used to ferment the beer. These
esters are very evident in Belgian style beers giving pronounced
fruity flavours making them deliciously moreish.
White Dragon 4.0% - Brown Cow, Barlow, Selby
A pale aromatic beer, brewed with lager malt and American
hops. Refreshing with a good level of bitterness, citrus undertones
and a clean finish.

